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Hi, folks. Today is Tuesday, May the 14th, 2019. This is a trade alert for ADSK, Autodesk. We will be 
closing this trade out today and taking our profit.

We have squeezed about as much a profit out of this trade as we can get, and it has been a nice trade 
for us. If you look at my position here, I've got about $3,000 of capital tied up in the ADSK position. 
Obviously, yours may be different, probably is different, but we are up almost $1,000 on that $3,000 
position.

It's been one of our more successful trades. It's been one of our very successful adjustments, but the 
time has come to close that out. We want to book that profit.

We don't want to go into expiration, pushing up against our 170 price, and we may need that money 
back, that $3,000 of capital back as we near the end of this week in order to maybe do some more 
adjustments on Bank of America and/or XLRE.

Let's go ahead and let's close out the ADSK trade. We do have a lot of legs going on inside of the ADSK 
trade. You have to close out the like kind legs first.

You'll notice that we do have four call positions and two put positions, but these two call positions and 
the two put positions, these ones match up.

We've got eight contracts on the put side over here, eight contracts on the call side over here. If you 
highlight those, or whatever brokerage firm you're using, if you select those, I'm going to right click on 
those and close those, all of them.

It's telling me right now that the NAT price is a debit of 16 cents. I'm going to try 10 cents. Let's see if it 
will give it that. That says it would cost us $85.

That would increase our buying power substantially as well, if we were to do that. Send that. We're 
going to have to work this order a couple of times.

Come in here, let's redo that. Didn't look like that one took. Let's go up to maybe 14 cents. [inaudible 
00:02:31] $16, that one filled, and it looks like it filled at 13 cents.

There's our first part of that order, is we're going to go ahead. Again, I'll just highlight this here for you 
so that you can see this. I got a fill at 13 cents, put in the order at 14, actually got 13 cent fill debit on 
this order right here.

We closed out our eight contracts of the puts and the calls, and then last but not least, of course, we 
need to clear out the remaining position inside of here, which is the two contracts here on the call leg, 
the 170s and the 175s.

Going to go ahead and highlight those, click close. It's showing a nat price of a buck 68 on the debit. I'm 
going to try the mid price of 156, see if that will give it to me or not. That did fill at 155. I got a fill on that 
at 155.
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Once again, here's the transactions if you want to take a snapshot of this. We are closing all of the legs 
of our ADSK. The 157.50 puts with the 155s. The 180 calls with the 182.50 calls. I close those at a debit 
of 13 cents, and then the remaining contracts on my call leg, the 170 calls, the 175 calls, I close those at 
a debit of 155.

Your pricing should be somewhere in that region, in that area there, but go ahead and close those 
trades today, book that profit. Let's get our capital back, so that we have dried powder for future trades.

Have a good trading day, folks. We'll talk to you soon.
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